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Pioneering early studies:  204-184Hg
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nal momentum distribution of nucleons and light
clusters.
Whether either of these distributions is rele-

vant to our fragment-momentum distributions
remains to be established. It is possible that the
apparent regularities in Figs. 1 and 2 are acci-
dental. Measurements of individual nuclides over
a wider range of masses and momenta and for
additional reactions wouM enable us to evaluate
the significance of the apparent universal distri-
bution.
We have had useful conversations with R. Blank-

enbecler, G. E. Brown, G. F. Chew, S. Frankel,
A. S. Goldhaber, and A. M. Poskanzer.
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Nuclear Shape Staggering in Very Neutron-Deficient Hg Isotopes Detected
by Laser Spectroscopy&')

T. Kuhl, P. Dabkiewicz, C. Duke, H. Fischer, H. -J. Kluge, H. Kremmling, and E.-W. Otten
Tnstitut j%r Physik, Unieersitat Mains, Maine, Germany

(Received 1 April 1977)

The isotope shifts of ' Hg, ' Hg, and ' Hg in the 2537-A line have been measured by
use of a tunable dye laser at the on-line mass separator ISOLDE at CERN. The results
are 6p(88Hg- Hg) =35.8(2) GHz. 6p(8 Hg- Hg) =39.4(2) 6Hz. and 6v(8 Hg- 0 Hg)
=43.1(2) GHz. These data combined with those obtained by P-radiation-detected optical
pumping (8-RADOP) on the odd Hg isotopes yield a huge odd-even staggering for 's'Hg of
y=(2gp 5 )/gp ~ =13(1)which has to be interpreted as nuclear shape staggering.

A sharp onset of nuclear deformation of
6(p') '" '"= 0.054(5) has been discovered between
'"Hg and '"Hg by measurements of the isotope
shift (IS) 6v with the P-RADOP (P-radiation-de-
tected optical pumping) technique. ' ' Hartree-
Fock' and Strutinski calculations' ' have inter-
preted this finding as transition from a slightly
deformed oblate shape (A ) 187) to a strongly de-
formed prolate shape (A- 186). y spectroscopy
of 188Hg 8, 9 186Hg 10 12 and 184Hg 13& 14 has yielded
evidence for a coexistence and crossing of two
bands in these nuclei, one built on an almost
spherical shape and one on a strongly deformed
shape. The ground states have been found to be-
long to the vibrational band. Thus a strong odd-
even staggering of the nuclear shape occurs in
the light Hg isotopes. Recently, this staggering
could be explained theoretically. " " However,
a quantitative interpretation of the shape transi-
tion and of the shape staggering calls for a mod-
el-independent measurement of these effects by
one and the same observable, e.g. , by the change

of the nuclear charge radius 5(r') as determined
by IS experiments. Since RADOP fails in the
case of I =0 isotopes, purely optical techniques
have to be used. Recently, an experiment on
"'Hg was reported which made use of a tunable
dye laser in order to measure 5v in the 6s''S0-
6s6p'P„A. =2537 A transition. " The same tech-
nique has now been extended to the lighter even-
even isotopes '"Hg, '"Hg and '~Hg.
The experimental setup will be recalled very

briefly (for details see Ref. 17). The dye laser
is pumped by a 400-kW pulsed nitrogen laser.
Laser light in the ultraviolet is generated by fre-
quency doubling in an ammonium dihydrogen phos-
phate crystal. The laser beam passes a reso-
nance cell, which is periodically filled with the
isotope under investigation. Isotopically pure
samples are obtained by the ISOLDE II facility, "
an isotope separator on line with the 600-MeV
synchrocyclotron at CERN. The intensities of the
mass-separated ion beam, as obtained in the ac-
tual experiment, are given in Table I.
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up for on-line laser spectroscopy. G: grating, E: etalon, T: beam expanding telescope, P: polarizer, M: 
mirror, BS; beam splitter, L: lens, FD: frequency doubling crystal, PD: photodiode, PM: photomultiplier, BM: p (or y) detector, 
PE: Peltier element, HP: Hall probe, GG: gate generator, G: gate, D: discriminator, ADC: analog to digital converter. 

photomultiplier. The signal can be normalized to con- 
stant number of atoms in the resonance cell by a &de- 
tector and to constant light intensity by a photodiode 
fed by a beam splitter. Scanning the laser over the ab- 
sorption line of lgoHg, its frequency is calibrated by a 
reference cell containing the stable isotopes 204Hg and 
202Hg. The cell is placed in the pole gap of a magnet 
in order to shift the Zeeman components into the 
region of the signal of lgoHg. The magnetic field is 
measured by a Hall probe with an accuracy of about 
1 G. Since the lifetime of the 3PI state of Hg (r = 0.1 
ps) is long as compared to the length of the laser pulse 
(T= 3 ns), the currents of the photomultipliers of the 
resonance and reference cells are gated off during the 
laser shot and gated on only for 500 ns starting with a 
20 ns delay after the laser pulse. Thus, laser light scat- 
tered by the glass walls of the cells and the dark current 

304 

of the photomultipliers are strongly suppressed. The 
currents of the photomultipliers and of the photo- 
diode are analysed by a lo-bit ADC and stored togeth- 
er with the counts of the p-detector in the memory of 
a minicomputer. In cases of very low vapour densities 
in the resonance cell, photon counting techniques 
may be used. 

Fig. 2 shows the resonance signal of lgOHg (upper 
part) and the calibration signal of 204Hg and 202Hg 
in a magnetic field of 15.2 1 kG (lower part). The 
channel numbers correspond to a frequency scale with 
124 MHz per channel calibrated by the spacing of the 
u+ components of 2u2Hg and 204Hg which is known 
as IS2u4/202 = 5.21 l(14) GHz [8]. Each data point 
represents the result of 49 laser pulses summed and 
normalized to constant laser intensity and constant 
number of atoms in the resonance cell. The solid lines 

Collection time limited by half-life✗ Low sensitivity: photon detection✗
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It is remarkable that just in this exotic corner of
the chart of nuclei, experimental data from both
sources are available and can hence be related
for the first time as shown below.
The transition probability is given by"

W(EO)) g
= Qp

with Ro = 1.2A"' fm and Q(Z, Er) tabulated by Hag-
er and Seltzer. '~ As in Ref. 16 and the work of
Dickmann and Dietrich, "we may write the two
physical 0' wave functions as mixtures of the
pure oblate and prolate solutions:

Pprol + lob& an Py b4pro$

From Eq. (5) it follows immediately that

(5)

&r'&g) = (~' —b')(r'&.b),p, .&
+~b (&r'& —&r'&.b&) ~

b = 0.085(15), (8)

which is a quite accurate determination of such a
small mixing parameter, provided that the as-
sumption of a negligible contribution of (r'&,b& p„1
to the EO transition is justified.
The extension of these measurements down to

'"Hg might be made feasible by improving exper-
imental details. It could thus be determined
whether the shape staggering extends further,
and where the nuclear shape becomes stabilized
finally.
The authors are indebted to the members of

the ISOLDE Group at CERN for their continuous
support and hospitality. One of us (C.D.) was
supported by a research grant from the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization. This work was
sponsored by the Bundesministerium fur For-
schung und Technologie and the Deutsche For-

With neglect of terms in b', the difference (r') „1
-(r&,» can be read from Fig. 2 as 0.5(z'~ '"
+A, ' ~'")—A.

"+". The nondiagonal matrix ele-
ment (r&,» p„, is expected to be small because of
the large difference in shape. This is just the
usual argument for shape isomerism. Kith
(r'&ob, p„, =0 we obtain

p =0.9(1)b. (7)

The experimental value for p is O.OV'oo,", (Ref. 14).
Inserted into Eq. (7) it yields
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Sudden Change in the Nuclear Charge Distribution of Very Light Gold Isotopes

k. Wallmeroth, G. Bollen, A. Dohn, ' P. Egelhof, J. Gruner, F. Lindenlauf, and U. Kronert
lnstitut fur Physik, Uniiersitat Mainz, D 6500-Mainz, Federal Republic of Germany
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On-line resonance-ionization mass spectrometry has been applied to determine the isotope shift and
hyperfine structure of ' ' Au and ' Au in the 6s Slt2 6p Pit2 (2 =268 nm) transition. The Au
atoms were obtained as daughters of mass-separated Hg isotopes produced at the ISOLDE facility at
CERN ionized by a three-color, tv o-step resonant photoionization process, detected and mass selected
by time of Dight. A drastic change of the nuclear charge radius was observed between ' Au and ' Au,
which is interpreted as an onset of strong deformation of P = 0.25 in '" Au and "'Au.

PACS numbers: 2L10.Ft, 2L10.Ky, 27.70.+g

The nuclei near Z =80 and % =104 have attracted
considerable attention following the discovery by Bonn et
at. ' that there is a big change in the ground-state mean-
square charge radius between ' Hg and ' Hg, and its
interpretation as an onset of strong deformation at
.3 ~ 185. This result, obtained from a measurement of
the optical isotope shift (IS), was completely unexpected
since at that time the unanimous view was that nuclei
near closed shells, such as the isotopes of Hg (Z =80),
are only weakly deformed. This view and our knowledge
of the region around ' 'Hg have since changed dramati-
cally.
It is becoming evident that coexisting shapes occur

widely throughout the Hg region. This is manifested in
the Hg isotopic chain by a large and systematic odd-even
staggering in the root-mean-square charge radii of the
very neutron-deficient Hg isotopes, a huge isomer
shift in ' Hg, and strongly deformed bands coexisting
at low excitation energy in the even-mass isotopes. -' In
Pt, a similar (but more complicated) situation has been
deduced in the even-mass light isotopes and a large
odd-even staggering has been found in the rotational
spacings of the ground-state bands of the very neutron-
deficient Pt isotopes. " In the neighboring odd-proton
nuclei (Au and Tl isotopes) the shape coexistence is as-
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sociated with shell-model intruder states. In particular,
the ~h 9g2 intruder orbital becomes the ground-state
configuration in ' Au (see Desthuilliers et al. " and
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Sudden Change in the Nuclear Charge Distribution of Very Light Gold Isotopes
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M. J. G. Borge and A. Venugopalan
ISOLDE Collaboration, CERN, CH-1211 GeneI a, Switzerland

J. L. Wood
School r&f Physics, Georgia institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332
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and
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lnstitu fur Ph&'sikftnit ,ersitat Main, D 6500 Main -Fed-e,ral Republic of Germany, and

ISOLDE Collaboration, CERN, CH-1211 Genec a, Switzerland
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On-line resonance-ionization mass spectrometry has been applied to determine the isotope shift and
hyperfine structure of ' ' Au and ' Au in the 6s Slt2 6p Pit2 (2 =268 nm) transition. The Au
atoms were obtained as daughters of mass-separated Hg isotopes produced at the ISOLDE facility at
CERN ionized by a three-color, tv o-step resonant photoionization process, detected and mass selected
by time of Dight. A drastic change of the nuclear charge radius was observed between ' Au and ' Au,
which is interpreted as an onset of strong deformation of P = 0.25 in '" Au and "'Au.
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interpretation as an onset of strong deformation at
.3 ~ 185. This result, obtained from a measurement of
the optical isotope shift (IS), was completely unexpected
since at that time the unanimous view was that nuclei
near closed shells, such as the isotopes of Hg (Z =80),
are only weakly deformed. This view and our knowledge
of the region around ' 'Hg have since changed dramati-
cally.
It is becoming evident that coexisting shapes occur

widely throughout the Hg region. This is manifested in
the Hg isotopic chain by a large and systematic odd-even
staggering in the root-mean-square charge radii of the
very neutron-deficient Hg isotopes, a huge isomer
shift in ' Hg, and strongly deformed bands coexisting
at low excitation energy in the even-mass isotopes. -' In
Pt, a similar (but more complicated) situation has been
deduced in the even-mass light isotopes and a large
odd-even staggering has been found in the rotational
spacings of the ground-state bands of the very neutron-
deficient Pt isotopes. " In the neighboring odd-proton
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the ~h 9g2 intruder orbital becomes the ground-state
configuration in ' Au (see Desthuilliers et al. " and
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TABLE III. Isotope shift and deduced data of the charge radii and deformations as obtained
in the D1 line of the short-lived Au isotopes. ' 'Au is taken as the reference isotope. The errors
given are purely experimental and do not account for the (common scaling) uncertainty of F26s.
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189m
188
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T Iy2

(min)
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28.3
4.6
8.8
8.0
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(r Hz)
11.39(16)
12.35(18)
11.36 (22)
13.91 (23)
15.40(23)
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3.26 (18)

g 197,A
(fm')
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FIG. 2. Changes of the mean square charge radii of Au
(circles: this work and Ref. 21) and of Hg (squares: Ref. 11)
isotopes.

shows the experimental IS's relative to ' Au. After
correction for the normal mass shift and taking into ac-
count an estimate ' for the specific mass shift, the

I

remaining field shift 6v vs were related by 6v vs 268
A, A'=F268~ ' to the nuclear parameter

gA, A' —g(C /C )P( 2n)A, A'

where F268 is the electronic factor for the Di transition.
The parameters F&6s= Cl = —43.07 CJHz/fm and
C„/Cl were calculated with multiconfigurational Dirac-
Fock theory. The resulting model-independent k pa-
rameters are shown in the fourth column of Table III.
Column five of Table III and Fig. 2 show the 6(r )
values, calculated as in the case of Hg (Ref. 3) and Eu
(see Ahmad et al. ). The slope of the mean square
charge radii is monotonic down to ' Au and is similar to
the one of the Hg isotopes. Between ' Au and ' Au, a
drastic change occurs, similar to the Hg isotopes but two
neutron numbers earlier. There is a much less pro-
nounced odd-even staggering for the Au isotopes than for
the Hg isotopes. As in the Hg isotopes, the break in the
IS can be related to a change in nuclear quadrupole de-

formation p by

P(r ) =g(r )»h+ P(r )def

and

6(r )d f =(5/4tr)(r ),~h6(p ).

The values 6(r ),zh are taken from the droplet model,
which is known to describe well the spherical part of the
change of the nuclear charge radius in the mass region
under consideration. The resulting changes in the rms
deformation parameters are compiled in Table III. Ab-
solute deformation parameters can be evaluated if p is
known for at least one isotope. As in the previous publi-
cation, ' we take iP(' Au) i

=0.11, which leads to the
values given in the last column of Table III.
The values of (p )'t in Table III clearly imply the

sudden onset of deformation in going from ' Au to
Au, with its persistence of ' Au. The change be-

tween ' Au and ' Au is also reflected in B(E2) values
for transitions feeding the ground states (see Berg and
co-workers and Abreu et al. ). The deduced defor-
mation of ' Au (see Table III) confirms the recent pre-
diction (p =0.25). The observed shape change be-
tween ' Au and ' Au can also be understood simply in
the intruder state picture as the difference between the
core-particle couplings z ' 13 ' Hg and z+ ' S ' Pt, re-
spectively. In the heavy gold isotopes the ground-state
configuration is zd 3/2', however, between ' Au and
Au the zh9/2 configuration intrudes to become the

ground state. In ' Au the d3/2 proton hole couples to a
Hg core for which a small deformation p=( —)0.15

has been determined, in ' Au the nh&i2 proton particle
couples to a ' Pt core for which P = (+ )0.24 can be de-
duced from the B(E2; 2+ 0+) value. The absence
of a strong odd-even staggering between ' Au/' Au as
it has been observed in the chain of the Hg isotopes
starting with ' sHg (see Fig. 2) can be qualitatively un-
derstood as the result of the xh9/2 intruder configuration
being the ground-state proton configuration in both
Au and ' Au. This confirms the conclusion of Por-

quet e] al. based on a study of excited states in &86Au

and on a comparison with the excited-states systematics

1518

Collection time limited by half-life✗

Despite single ion detection, 
sensitivity limited by duty cycle losses

Pioneering early studies:  185-189Au

Sudden onset of quadrupole 
deformation (β=0.25) at 186Au 

Does this persist beyond N=104?

✗

Year 1987



The ISOLDE RILIS - as a spectroscopy tool

Doppler broadened line-width

Laser requirements: 
>10 kHz rep rate 
(100 μs laser/atom  
temporal overlap)

• High efficiency 
• Cavity plasma potential enhances 

ion survival

T ≈ 2100 ℃        High temperature  
target/transfer line/ion source assembly

Hot cavity  
surface ion source 

= 
laser interaction region 

High intensity driver beam

Thick target

36 RILIS ionized elements routinely available

Talk by S.Rothe (yesterday)
✗
✗ Surface ionized contaminants



The ISOLDE RILIS setup + detection methods

NB-TiSa Laser Ion Source Trap

RILIS in FEBIAD ion source
New DAQ and  

RILIS remote control

ISOLTRAP MR-TOF MS  
synchronised with laser scanning

Many%new%developments:%
%
%
%
%
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%

Laser%Ion%Source%
Trap%(LIST)%%
for%surface%ion%
suppression%

Narrow%
linewidth%%
Ti:Sa%laser:%

Sub%pA%Faraday%cup%sensiAvity%

ISOLTRAP%MRETOF%for%isobar%separaAon%

Live%RILIS%!%DetecAon%setup%data%sharing%
via%LabView%shared%variable%system%

LIST%%

177Hg+

177Hg+

177Hg +
185Hg +
185Hg +

Talk by S.Rothe 
(yesterday)

S.Rothe	et	al.	EMIS	2015	Proceedings	



The In-Source RIS collaboration at ISOLDE

Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovakia 
GANIL, Caen, France 
Helmholtz Institut Jena, Germany 
ILL, Grenoble, France 
Institut für Physik, Universität Mainz, Germany 
IPN Orsay, France 
JAEA, Tokai, Japan 
KU Leuven, IKS, Belgium 
PNPI, Gatchina, Russian Federation 
RILIS and ISOLDE, CERN, Switzerland 
SCK-CEN, Mol, Belgium 
The University of Manchester, United Kingdom 
The University of York, United Kingdom 
University of Liverpool, United Kingdom 
University of the West of Scotland, United Kingdom 

>50 participants

14 institutes

RILIS
WINDMILL
ISOLTRAP

IS534 At, AuIS456 PoIS407 Pb, Bi IS511 Tl IS598 Hg IS??? Bi



The role of in-source RIS

Measured prior to 1995
Measured 1995 - 2010
Measured since 2010

Recent work mostly by in-source resonance 
ionization spectroscopy (RIS)

Recent work mostly 
by collinear-beams laser spectroscopy 

Updated plot provided by Bradley Cheal from 2010 
review (B. Cheal & K.T. Flanagan J. Phys. G 37 (2010) 113101)

Mainly'fluorescence'detec,on'
! High'resolu,on'
!  Low'efficiency'

Ioniza-on'spectroscopy'
!  lower'resolu,on'
! High'efficiency'

!!Rela&ve!Frequency!(GHz)!

68Cu!

10!10! 0! 10! 20!

4GHz!
30MHz!

Cu#

δνIS =  δνFS 

  2δ r

δνMS + 

Δ|ψ(0)|2 2π 
3 

THEORY'EXPERIMENT'

Z 

It#is#easier#to#extract#charge#radii#

informa2on#if#the#mass#shi3#is#

small!#heavier#elements#

Calcula2ons#of#the#atomic'factor'
(electron#density#at#the#nucleus)#

are#important#and#are#easier#for#

ground#state#transi2ons.#

Transi2ons#involving#s#electrons#

have#larger#field#shi3s#–#higher#

measurement#precision.#

Element' Transi9on'
Mass'Shi<'(MHz)' Field'shi<'

(MHz)'
Doppler'

broadening'
Normal# Specific#

2
He# 2s#–#3p# 35000# 8000# H1.4# 3300#

11
Na# 3s#–#3p# 550# 200# H10# 1400#

70
Yb# 6s#–#6p# 20# <20# H1500# 500#

Heavy'elements:'useful#results#can#be#obtained#from#DopplerHbroadened#spectra#

Light'and'medium'mass'elements:'DopplerHfree#methods#of#laser#spectroscopy#are#required#



Pre 2002

? 

? 85At ? 

? 

? 

Plots provided by A. Barzakh (PNPI)

Pre-2003: Charge Radii in the Lead Region 

•  Shape coexistence around N~104 
•  Sphericity around N=126, kink in radii, high-spin isomers 
•  Octupole effects around N~132, inverse odd-even radii staggering 



2002-2011: Tl, Pb, Po, Bi~2006-2011: HFS for Tl, Pb and Po 

IS407 Pb isotopes   
PRL98, 112502 (2007)  
H. De Witte et al. PhD thesis  

•  3 PhD theses: Pb: H. De Witte (KU Leuven); Bi: B.A. Marsh (Manchester); 
Po: T.E. Cocolios (KU Leuven) 

•  2 PRL’s, 1 PLB, + 5 papers 

IS511 Tl isotopes,  analysis in progress , 

C. Van Beveren (PhD thesis underway, Leuven), A. Barzakh, E. Rapisarda et al 

IS456 Po isotopes 
PRL106, 052503 (2011) 
T. E. Cocolios et al., PhD thesis 

182Pb 
~0.1 s-1 

191Po 
~0.01 s-1 



2011 - 2012: Po and At2011-2012 IS534: HFS in Au and At chains 

•  “Back to sphericity” in the lightest Au isotopes: 177-182,185,191Au 
•  First measurement for At isotopes: 197,198,203,205,207,209,211,217At 
•  First experiment with the LIST: 217Po 

IS534 Au isotopes,   under analysis  
J. Cubiss (York, PhD thesis underway), A.A, A.E. Barzakh et al 
June 2013: 18 shifts approved  to complete the measurements   

IS534 At isotopes 
 A. Barzakh et al. , under  analysis 
2014 Addendum to complete  

IS456 Po isotopes 
2012 1st LIST experiment 
D.A. Fink PhD thesis 
2014 Addendum  to complete 



2014: Join forces with ISOLTRAP MRToF-MS

ungated	

gated	

Slide: 
V. Manea

RILIS 
Au ionization 
scheme



Charge radii of the gold isotopes

Return'to'“sphericity”'

Shape'staggering,'
shape'coexistence'

Plot provided by A. Barzakh (PNPI)
May 2015PhD work 

J. Cubiss
R. Harding

28 years later…….



VADLIS: an alternative to hot-cavity RILIS

Proton beam

Target magnet

Anode 
0-200 V

Cathode

Target

RILIS lasers  

(directed through 1.5 mm hole)

‘Extending the capabilities of the ISOLDE RILIS  by 
blurring the boundaries between ion sources at ISOLDE’

ANODE exit hole 
∅ = 1.5 mm

Thomas DAY GOODACREEMIS 2015  
proceedings



Establishing RILIS-mode FEBIAD operation

ANODE: 
120 V 10 V 120 V 120 V

178Hg alpha count rate

This enables RILIS to couple to a 
molten Pb target

Easy switching between highly 
selective RILIS mode and higher 
efficiency RILIS+FEBIAD mode

PhD work: T. Day Goodacre



Scope of the Hg study: April 2015

Measured	Isotopes	

…	

…	 …	

…	

WM	 IT	 FC	

15	Different	Hg	isotopes:	177,178,179,180,181,182,183,184,185,198,202,203,206,207,208	

3	Different	measurement	techniques	

WM	

,198,202,203,	

IS598	–		
APRIL	2015	

IT	

IT	IT	 FC	

IT	 FC	

2	

Slide: 
S. Sels

windmill ISOLTRAP Faraday cup



Windmill + MRToF-MS assisted laser scans

13136.8 13137 13137.2 13137.4 13137.6 13137.8 13138 13138.2

183Hg_scan1.csv
183Hg_scan2.csv

184Hg_scan1.csv
184Hg_scan2.csv
184Hg_scan3.csv

185Hg_scan1.csv
185Hg_scan2.csv
185Hg_scan3.csv

198Hg_scan1.csv
198Hg_scan2.csv
198Hg_scan3.csv
198Hg_scan4.csv

198Hg_scan5.csv
198Hg_scan6.csv
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203Hg_scan1.csv
203Hg_scan2.csv
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207Hg_scan1.csv
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Charge radii of the mercury isotopes

Shell%effect%

Return%to%“sphericity”,%%
end%of%shape%staggering%

Plot provided by A. Barzakh (PNPI)

Prelim
inary

April 2015PhD topic 
T. Day Goodacre
S. Sels

38 years later…….



Compilation of in-source RIS work

Plots provided by A. Barzakh (PNPI)

Measured at the IRIS facility, PNPI



Extending in-source RIS in the Z=82 region

Selectivity 

• Extending the already measured chains in the Z=82, dealing with isobaric contamination (Fr). 

• Access to Low IP elements: Ra (in conjunction with CRIS?), Fr  

Address thick-target / RILIS limitations 

• Access to refractory metals: Os, Ir, Pt, Ac, Th, Pa 

• Access to non-metals: Rn (feasibility is doubtful) 

Precision 

• Improving resolution for HFA studies (Au, Bi) 

• Better extraction of quadrupole moments from HFS 

Measured prior to 1995
Measured 1995 - 2010
Measured since 2010

Recent work mostly by in-source resonance 
ionization spectroscopy (RIS)

Recent work mostly 
by collinear-beams laser spectroscopy 

Updated plot provided by Bradley Cheal from 2010 
review (B. Cheal & K.T. Flanagan J. Phys. G 37 (2010) 113101)

Mainly'fluorescence'detec,on'
! High'resolu,on'
!  Low'efficiency'

Ioniza-on'spectroscopy'
!  lower'resolu,on'
! High'efficiency'



Extending in-source RIS below the Z=82 region

Toward high precision: Develop Doppler-free methods 

• Ion source developments 

• Laser developments

Measured prior to 1995
Measured 1995 - 2010
Measured since 2010

Recent work mostly by in-source resonance 
ionization spectroscopy (RIS)

Recent work mostly 
by collinear-beams laser spectroscopy 

Updated plot provided by Bradley Cheal from 2010 
review (B. Cheal & K.T. Flanagan J. Phys. G 37 (2010) 113101)

Mainly'fluorescence'detec,on'
! High'resolu,on'
!  Low'efficiency'

Ioniza-on'spectroscopy'
!  lower'resolu,on'
! High'efficiency'

Pm - smaller HFS expected, octupole 
deformation interest, IP measurement

Au - use J=3/2 level for Q determination

Ac, plus BdF studies

Extend chains of isotopes already measured 
by fluorescence: Ca, Mn, Ni, Sn, Mg 



Thanks for your attention
The ISOLDE RILIS team

V.	Fedosseev,	A.	Barzakh,	T.	Day	Goodacre,	D.	Fedorov,	B.Marsh,		
P.	Molkanov,	R.	Rossel,	S.	Rothe,	M.	Seliverstov,	M.	Veinhard.

The In-Source RIS collaboration
New	members:	C.	Seiffert,	K.	Chrysalidis
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EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH

Proposal to the ISOLDE and Neutron Time-of-Flight Committee

In-source laser spectroscopy of mercury isotopes
October 10, 2014

L. P. Ga↵ney1, T. Day Goodacre2,3, A. N. Andreyev4, M. Seliverstov5,2, N. Althubiti3,
B. Andel11, S. Antalic11, D. Atanasov10, A. E. Barzakh5, K. Blaum10, J. Billowes3,
T. E. Cocolios3, J. Cubiss4, G. Farooq-Smith3, D. V. Fedorov5, V. N. Fedosseev2,

R. Ferrer1, K. T. Flanagan3, L. Ghys1,12, C. Granados1, A. Gottberg2, F. Herfurth8,
M. Huyse1, D. G. Jenkins4, D. Kisler10, S. Kreim10,2, T. Kron7, Yu. Kudryavtsev1,

D. Lunney13, K. M. Lynch1,2, B. A. Marsh2, V. Manea10, T. M. Mendonca2,
P. L. Molkanov5, D. Neidherr8, R. Raabe1, J. P. Ramos2, S. Raeder1, E. Rapisarda2,
M. Rosenbusch9, R. E. Rossel2,7, S. Rothe2, L. Schweikhard9, S. Sels1, T. Stora2,

I. Tsekhanovich6, C. Van Beveren1, P. Van Duppen1, M. Veinhard2, R. Wadsworth4,
A. Welker14, F. Wienholtz9, K. Wendt7, G. L. Wilson4, S. Witkins3, R. Wolf10, K. Zuber14

1KU Leuven, Belgium; 2CERN-ISOLDE, CH; 3The University of Manchester, UK; 4The University
of York, UK; 5PNPI, Gatchina, Russia; 6CENBG, Bordeaux, France; 7Johannes Gutenberg Uni-
versity of Mainz, Germany; 8GSI, Darmstadt, Germany; 9Ernst-Moritz-Arndt Universität Greif-
swald, Germany; 10Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Heidelberg, Germany; 11Comenius Uni-
versity, Bratislava, Slovakia; 12SCK•CEN, Mol, Belgium; 13CSNSM-IN2P3-CNRS, Orsay, France;
14Technische Universität Dresden, Germany;

Spokespersons: Liam Paul Ga↵ney [Liam.Ga↵ney@fys.kuleuven.be],
Thomas Day Goodacre [Thomas.Day.Goodacre@cern.ch],

Andrei Andreyev [Andrei.Andreyev@york.ac.uk],
Maxim Seliverstov [Maxim.Seliverstov@cern.ch]

Contact person: Bruce Marsh [Bruce.Marsh@cern.ch]

Abstract: This proposal follows on from the Letter of Intent, I153. The neutron-deficient
mercury isotopes are one of the prime examples of shape coexistence anywhere in the nuclear
chart. Wide-ranging and complementary experimental and theoretical approaches have been
used to investigate their structure over the last few years, however mean-square charge radii
are unknown for isotopes with A < 181. It is proposed to measure the isotope shift (IS) and
hyperfine structure (HFS) of the 253-nm transition in 177�182Hg in an attempt to study the
propagation of the famous odd-even staggering behaviour. At the other end of the chain,
no information exists on the optical spectroscopy of Hg isotopes beyond the N = 126 shell
closure. There is a well-known “kink” in mean-square charge radii beyond this point in the
even Z � 82 elements. It is proposed to measure the IS of 207,208Hg in order to provide the
first information on this e↵ect below Z = 82.

Requested shifts: 16 shifts, (in a single run)
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Abstract: This proposal follows on from the Letter of Intent, I153. The neutron-deficient
mercury isotopes are one of the prime examples of shape coexistence anywhere in the nuclear
chart. Wide-ranging and complementary experimental and theoretical approaches have been
used to investigate their structure over the last few years, however mean-square charge radii
are unknown for isotopes with A < 181. It is proposed to measure the isotope shift (IS) and
hyperfine structure (HFS) of the 253-nm transition in 177�182Hg in an attempt to study the
propagation of the famous odd-even staggering behaviour. At the other end of the chain,
no information exists on the optical spectroscopy of Hg isotopes beyond the N = 126 shell
closure. There is a well-known “kink” in mean-square charge radii beyond this point in the
even Z � 82 elements. It is proposed to measure the IS of 207,208Hg in order to provide the
first information on this e↵ect below Z = 82.

Requested shifts: 16 shifts, (in a single run)
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